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Start the conversation
A guide for talking about advanced prostate cancer

Not actual patient or doctor.



Finding out that you or a loved one has advanced prostate cancer can be overwhelming.  
It’s only natural to have questions. This brief guide provides tips and suggestions to: 

• Start a conversation with your doctor

• Ask questions and express concerns about your diagnosis

• Gather information and resources to consider your treatment options 

• Become more familiar with terms that may be used when discussing prostate cancer

As you navigate living with advanced prostate cancer, know that you aren’t alone. Many resources 
can help arm you with information to manage the disease and move forward.

It’s important to have honest, open discussions with your health care team. You should feel free to 
ask any questions, no matter how small or embarrassing they might seem.

It ’s okay to ask questions 

Your voice matters
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If you are unsure about what to ask at your next doctor appointment, the questions 
below may be a good place to start. 

Key questions
• What is advanced prostate cancer?

• What is the stage of my prostate cancer and what does this mean?

• What sort of health professionals will I see? 

• How much experience do they have?

Tests and diagnosis
• What do my lab test results mean?      

• What is PSA, what is PSMA, and why do they matter?      

• What is my Gleason score and why does it matter?

• What types of imaging will I need and what will they show me?  

Get the facts about your diagnosis

?
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Treatment decisions 

• What treatment options exist for my stage of cancer? 

• What are the treatment goals for each of these options?  

• How is each treatment administered?

• Are there any clinical trials available for me?

Managing side effects 

• What sort of side effects might I expect—in both the short and long term?

• How might these side effects impact my daily living?

• How might these side effects affect my family?

• What can be done to minimize or manage these side effects?

Looking after yourself
• What other steps can I take to improve my health?

• What support services are available to me? 

• If I have questions about the costs of treatment, with whom can I speak and where can I find help?

• What happens next and where can I get more information?

Not actual patients or doctor.
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Consider bringing your partner or someone you trust to sit in on your appointment and take notes.

Your goals will be as individual as you are, so you need to know what you want to achieve and  
what you are willing to do to achieve it. It’s important to share these goals with your doctor. As you 
and your doctor discuss your treatment options, you can decide what steps you want to take and 
fine-tune what works best for you.

This list is provided for informational purposes only and is not an endorsement of any organization.

Prostate Health Education Network 
www.prostatehealthed.org 

ZERO - The End of Prostate Cancer  
www.zerocancer.org 

Cancer ABCs 
www.cancerabcs.org 

National Alliance of State Prostate Cancer Coalitions   
www.naspcc.org

Answer Cancer   
www.ancan.org

Malecare   
www.malecare.org

Prostate Cancer Research Institute   
www.pcri.org

Prostate Cancer Foundation   
www.pcf.org

Urology Care Foundation   
www.urologyhealth.org

Details matter

Take control of your advanced 
prostate cancer choices

What if something doesn’t feel right? Speak up. Coming to terms with a diagnosis of advanced 
prostate cancer can feel unfamiliar, stressful, and uncomfortable. Your doctor and health care 
team are there to support you.

Support organizations
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Advanced prostate cancer refers to prostate cancer that has spread—or metastasized— 
beyond the prostate to other parts of your body. 

Biomarkers, short for “biological markers,” are molecules found in your blood or other body fluids  
or tissue that can point out both normal and abnormal activities in the body. Certain biomarkers can help 
doctors diagnose and monitor prostate cancer, and they may help your doctor make decisions about the 
best treatment options for you.

Biopsies are procedures in which small samples of the prostate are removed and looked at under 
a microscope to see if they contain cancer cells.

CT scans, short for computed tomography scans, use X-rays to help doctors find cancer and look  
at a tumor’s shape, size, and location.

The Gleason rating system is used to help understand how aggressive your cancer is.  
While the stage of your cancer looks at where the cancer is present in your body, the Gleason score 
assesses how likely it is that the cancer will grow and spread.

Metastatic means a cancer has spread from the place it started to other parts of your body.  
Metastatic prostate cancer can be categorized as:

  • Oligometastatic prostate cancer—a state in which a limited number of metastatic tumors exist

  • Polymetastatic prostate cancer—a state in which more than 10 metastatic tumors have been identified

MRI, or magnetic resonance imaging, uses strong magnets to help doctors find cancer in your body.  
It also looks for signs of whether or not it has spread from where it started to other parts of your body. 

PET, or positron emission tomography, uses nuclear imaging to help doctors locate tumors and 
determine how much your cancer has spread in the body. 

PSA, or prostate-specific antigen, is produced by the prostate cells and is typically found in semen.  
PSA can also be measured in blood. Patients with prostate cancer may have higher levels of this marker.

Glossary
The following are terms you may hear when discussing your diagnosis with your doctor. 
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Notes about your diagnosis
You may find it helpful to use these pages to write down questions for your doctor, thoughts about 
your treatment, or other concerns you may have.

Date of diagnosis

PSA level at diagnosis  

Gleason score 

Date of diagnosis of recurrent metastatic prostate cancer

FOLLOW-UP APPOINTMENTS
Date                                        Type                                       Results  

Glossary (continued) 

PSMA, or prostate-specific membrane antigen, is a biomarker that may be found on the surface of prostate 
cancer cells. If your cancer has spread to other parts of your body, PSMA can help identify where in the body the 
cancer has spread.

Stage of your cancer is a way your doctor describes where you are in your cancer diagnosis. It looks at several 
things—where your cancer is located, whether it has spread, and how it affects your body’s ability to function.

Targeted therapies are prostate cancer treatments that use medications to identify and treat cells with 
specific traits, including cancer cells, while minimizing damage to other cells. Although each type of targeted 
therapy works differently, they all aim to impact how cancer cells grow, function, and/or interact with other cells. 

TNM is a classification of stage of cancer. It is a system to describe the amount and spread of cancer in a 
patient’s body. T describes the size of the tumor and any spread of cancer into nearby tissue, N describes the 
spread of cancer to nearby lymph nodes, and M describes metastasis (spread of cancer to other parts of  
the body).

Tumors are abnormal lumps or masses of tissue. Tumors may be benign—meaning not cancerous— 
or malignant—meaning cancerous.  

Ultrasounds, or sonograms, use sound waves to produce images of your prostate that help doctors identify 
abnormalities and tumors that don’t show up well on X-rays.

Urograms are CT scans that evaluate your urinary tract to assess how well it’s working and look for 
 any abnormalities. 
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